
NOTICE TO AIRLINES
RELATING  TO  THE
MALAYSIAN AVIATION
CONSUMER PROTECTION
CODE 2016 ("MACPC")
Malaysian Aviation
Commission (MAVCOM)'s views and
position on the Government of
Malaysia’s announced and possible future
assistance to the aviation industry.



As stipulated in paragraphs 7A(4)  and 17(4)  of  the

MACPC,  airl ines are given a 30-day t imeline to

remit  refunds and resolve complaints .  

MAVCOM hereby accords airl ines an extended

timeline of  60 days for  resolution of  complaints  and

remittance of  refunds from the date of  receipt  of

the complaint  and claim of  refund.   

This  shall  be applicable to al l  complaints  and

refund requests  received from 1 February 2020 to

30 September 2020.

Notwithstanding the extension of  the t imeline,  the

airl ines shall  on their  best  effort  basis ,  endeavour

to resolve al l  complaints  and remit  refunds as  soon

as practicable .

(a )  Extended t imeline for  resolution of  complaints  and 

     remittance of  refunds

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Given the unprecedented situation that

the airlines have been experiencing due

to the COVID-19 pandemic, MAVCOM has

determined the following:



MAVCOM also waives the requirement on

communicating information about any change of

fl ight  status as  prescribed under paragraph 8 of  the

MACPC to passengers and the public  information

about any change of  f l ight  status as  prescribed

under paragraph 8 of  the MACPC.  

This  is  applicable to airl ines with f l ights  affected

from the period of  1  February 2020 to 30 September

2020.

Airl ines shall ,  however,  endeavour to notify

passengers as  soon as  the airl ine become aware of

any fl ight  change

(b)  Communication of  change in f l ight  status

 

 

 

 

 



The government 's  f iscal  resources are under considerable

pressure given the expenditure required to fund the public

health system and assist  f inancially distressed households

and small  businesses .  

MAVCOM recommends that  the government acts  only as  the

lender of  last  resort  to the aviation industry players .  

The government should carefully evaluate whether industry

players ,  including airl ines ,  have genuinely sought

government assistance only as  a  last  resort  after  exhausting

all  the other alternatives before deciding to offer  f inancial

assistance.

The government must  also be aware of  the trade-offs  inherent

in the decision to offer  f inancial  assistance or otherwise.  

Offering f inancial  assistance,  i f  done haphazardly,  may risk a

moral  hazard and prolong inefficiencies  by shielding industry

players from taking difficult  but  necessary measures .

In deciding the form of  f inancial  assistance,  the government

must  focus on its  primary policy objectives .  MAVCOM

suggests  that  the government priorit ize measures that

mitigate the loss  of  employment,  minimize consumer losses ,

and support  the continuation of  essential  air  connectivity .

(a )  Government Assistance should be the last  resort

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In furtherance to the government assistance

to the aviation industry amidst the COVID-

19 pandemic, MAVCOM shares the following

salient points as its views and position:



While assist ing industry players  may help provide

relief  to  distressed parties ,  the measures may also risk

a moral  hazard and the wastage of  public  funds.  

Any assistance measures must  be carefully structured

to ensure their  intended use is  achieved and be focused

on the policy objectives of  protecting employees and

consumers,  as  well  as ,  maintaining essential  air

transport  services .  

MAVCOM advocates  for  principles  of  good governance

to be strictly adhered to by the government,  and indeed

imposed on any recipient  of  government assistance,  to

prevent the misuse of  public  funds.

The government should consider non-fiscal  policy

responses,  most  notably by clarifying and relaxing

ownership rules  to al low industry players  to access  a

wider range of  funding sources from domestic  and

international  capital  markets ,  while  accompanied by

effective regulatory oversight  to prevent the abuse of

these rights .

 

(b)  Given the risks involved,  good governance matters

 

 

 

 

 

(c )  Non-fiscal  policy and regulatory responses are 

 available

 

 

 

 

 

LISTEN . UNDERSTAND . RESOLVE



MAVCOM reminds industry players  that  their  merger

transactions are subject  to  the merger control  law as

incorporated into Act  771 and that  they must  submit

their  proposed mergers  to MAVCOM for approval .

Any merger that  may substantial ly  lessen competit ion

in any aviation market—such as  air  passenger services

and ground-handling—is prohibited by law.

A merger between two domestic  airl ines wil l

foreseeably result  in a  high concentration of  the

Malaysian domestic  aviation market  and the merged

entity wil l  l ikely hold a  monopoly status in many

domestic  routes .

MAVCOM is  concerned that  such a merger could have

the unintended consequence of  distorting the market  in

the long term.

Merging parties  may appeal  to  the “fai l ing f irm

defence”  in justifying their  proposed merger

transaction amidst  the COVID-19 pandemic but

MAVCOM will  strictly assess  the merits  of  any such

claim to ensure that  parties  are not  abusing the law.

 

(d)  Industry  consolidation  via  mergers  must  

 safeguard consumer interests

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSION

MAVCOM recognises that  aviat ion industry
players  are  facing unprecedented
chal lenges ar is ing from the COVID-19
cr is is.  MAVCOM urges the government  to
careful ly  consider  i ts  opt ions in  assist ing
the aviat ion industry  to  minimize or  avoid
undesirable  s ide-effects  on the long-term
health  of  the aviat ion services market.
 
This  informat ion is  gathered from:
https://www.mavcom.my
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